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A perfectly convergent unipolar neural associative-memory system based on nonlinear dynamical
terminal attractors is presented. With adaptive setting of the threshold values for the dynamic iteration
for the unipolar binary neuron states with terminal attractors, perfect convergence is achieved. This
achievement and correct retrieval are demonstrated by computer simulation. The simulations are
completed (1) by exhaustive tests with all of the possible combinations of stored and test vectors in
small-scale networks and (2) by Monte Carlo simulations with randomly generated stored and test vectors
in large-scale networks with an M/N ratio of 4 (M is the number of stored vectors; N is the number of
neurons < 256). An experiment with exclusive-oR logic operations with liquid-crystal-television spatial
light modulators is used to show the feasibility of an optoelectronic implementation of the model. The
behavior of terminal attractors in basins of energy space is illustrated by examples.

1. Introduction

One of the major research topics of neural networks is
in the area of associative memory. The avalanche of
intensive research interest in neural networks was
initiated by the research of Hopfield,1 in which the
associative memory is modeled with a neural synaptic
interconnection matrix and encompasses an interest-
ing computation scheme that uses recursive, nonlin-
ear thresholding. But further investigation re-
veals23 that the storage capacity of the Hopfield
model is quite limited because of the number of
spurious states and oscillations.

In order to alleviate the spurious-state problems in
the Hopfield model, Zak4 introduced the concept of
terminal attractors. However, the theory of the
terminal-attractor-based associated neural-network
model proposed by Zak determines that a new syn-
apse matrix totally different from the Hopfield matrix
is needed. This new matrix, which is complex and
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time consuming to compute, was proven to eliminate
spurious states, to increase the speed of convergence,
and to control the basin of attraction.4 5 Zak's deri-
vation shows that the Hopfield matrix works only if
all the stored states in the network are orthogonal.
However, since the synapses have changed from
those determined by Hebb's law, Zak's model is
different from the Hopfield model except for the
dynamical iteration of the recall process. The im-
provement of the storage capacity of the Hopfield
model by the terminal attractor cannot be determined
based on Zak's model.

More recently, for the purpose of comparing the
Hopfield model both including and excluding the
terminal attractor, Liu et al. proposed a terminal-
attractor-based associative-memory (TABAM) model
that incorporates binary neurons into the synaptic
matrix determined by Hebb's law in the same way as
the Hopfield model.6 Several techniques for the
optical implementation, which include the applica-
tion of the inner-product approach' and the exclu-
sive-OR (XOR) operation of the liquid-crystal-television
spatial light modulator (LCTV SLM),8 9 were intro-
duced.

The complexity of the optical implementation of
TABAM is discussed in Ref. 6. In general, optical
implementation of subtraction increases the complex-
ity of the system; hence a unipolar neuron model,
which has 1 and 0 as binary states instead of 1 and -1
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(without subtraction or negative numbers), is more
suitable. In this paper we present a unipolar inner-
product TABAM (UIT)10 and a cross-talk-reduced
inner-product TABAM (CRIT).10 The latter pro-
vides a mechanism to transform the input-state
vector into the correct basin of the stored vector; then
it uses the terminal attractor to accelerate the conver-
gence. In addition, the UIT and the CRIT models do
not require any training time and therefore are ready
for optoelectronic implementation. In both the UIT
and the CRIT a dynamical logistic function for an
adaptive-thresholding technique is developed. An
adaptive threshold is determined for every iteration
to perform the nonlinear thresholding for the pro-
posed unipolar binary implementation.

Before the optical implementation is designed, it is
important first to test, by computer simulation, the
validity of the Hopfield matrix, or Hebb's law, in the
UIT and the CRIT even though the stored states are
not orthogonal. These models need a new algorithm
for the determination of the threshold value in the
associative recall for a unipolar implementation to
reach convergence. The simulations are completed
(1) by exhaustive tests with all of the possible combi-
nations of stored and test vectors in small-scale
networks and (2) by Monte Carlo simulations with
randomly generated stored and test vectors in large-
scale networks. The feasibility of an optoelectronic
implementation of the technique is also demon-
strated with a small number of neurons and stored
states. The application of the TABAM for solving
pattern-recognition problems is discussed.

In Section 2, the TABAM models are described, and
the adaptive-threshold values of the TABAM are
determined through theoretical derivations. The
computer-simulation algorithm and results are de-
scribed in Section 3. Both the comparison between
the UIT and the CRIT and the behavior of an
attractor in an energy basin are described in Section
4. The architecture of optical implementation and
demonstrative optical experimental results are de-
scribed in Section 5. The conclusion is presented in
Section 6.

2. Theoretical Discussion

A. Basic Terminal-Attractor-Based
Associative-Memory Models

In general, it is difficult to implement subtraction by
use of optics. To avoid subtraction, we use an
adaptive-thresholding technique in the TABAM mod-
els. Before the adaptive-thresholding techniques are
discussed, the TABAM6 model should be reviewed
briefly. In this model one assumes that the ith
component of the state vector xi at time t + 1 may be
written as a function of t (where t is an integer, a
discrete representation of the time steps) as follows:

M

xj(t + 1) = - rnmao(t) + Ii, (1)
m=1

where

M

Ii = z am(t){g[X(t)] - }l/3 8m(t),
m=l

N
6m(t) =exp -f {gx() - mn22 

N

am(t) = E ygxjt]
J=1

where g[xj(t)] is a logistic function:

g[xj(t)] = 1/(1 + exp{-a[xj(t)- 0(t)])).

The constant a in the logistic (sigmoid, or nonlinear
activation) function decides the slope of the nonlinear
thresholding function, and 0(t) is the threshold. In
Eq. (1), v denotes the ith component of the mth
stored vector Vm, m is a constant, and M and N are the
number of stored vectors and the number of neurons,
respectively. Based on the property of the unipolar
representation of a binary system, this equation can
be rewritten as6

M

x(t + 1) = E am(t)[1 + m(t)]m - exiw]b
m=l

(2)

since

g[xi(t)] - m = 1, 0, or -1,

{g[Xi(t)] _ .}1/3 = g[xi(t)] - UiT (3)

B. Unipolar Inner-Product Terminal-Attractor-Based
Associative-Memory Model

Instead of implementing the subtraction in Eq. (2)
optically, an adaptive-threshold function is intro-
duced following the modification of Eq. (2) as follows:

M

x,(t + 1) = o pm(t){[l + 8m(t)]UI + g[x(t)]8(t)}.
m=1

(4)

We refer to Eq. (4) as the UIT.
In Eq. (4) a logistic function, as illustrated in Fig. 1,

with an adaptive threshold, 0(t), is used to perform
the nonlinear transform such that the output attains
quasi-binary states, which are defined when the
constant a in the logistic function becomes a very
large number but is still finite. The logistic function
is continuous and has a large slope near the thresh-
old, 0(t). This provides the terminal attractor with a
continuous logistic function in a binary system. The
selection of the constant a depends on the numerical
solution in the system. The adaptive threshold is
determined from an ideal case and is then generalized
for a realistic case. In the ideal case all of the stored
states are orthogonal to one another; hence the
system is cross-talk-free.
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Fig. 1. Dynamic logistic function with a sharp transition at x = 0
(threshold).

When there is no cross talk, the threshold 0(t) is set
as

0(t) = a (t)[1/2 + m'(t)], (5)

where am'(t) is the inner product between x(t) and the
mth stored vector, y', and

at-(t) = for all m m'.

Furthermore, the threshold 0(t) is set according to
the following four possible cases:

(case 1) If 1i' = 1 and g[x1 (t)] 1,

then xi(t + 1) ein'(t)[1 + 28im'(t)].

(case 2) If vm' = 0 and g[x(t)J 0,

then xi(t + 1) 0.

(case 3) If 1m' = 1 and g[xi(t)] 0,

then xi(t + 1) `in'(t)[ + om'(t)]

(case 4) If vi' = 0 and g[xi(t)] 1,

then xi(t + 1) m'(t)8m'(t). (6)

In order to cause the states to converge to the
stored states, one should set a threshold on the basis
of Eq. (5) for maximum noise immunity between
cases (3) and (4), as shown in Fig. 2. The threshold is
set between the lower value of the desired output

am'(1 +26m)

am(1 +bm')

am Fm- 0

0
Fig. 2. Adaptive threshold, 0, is set to achieve the maximum noise
immunity.

(state 1) and the higher value of the desired output
(state 0).

For a more practical situation the stored states are
not orthogonal to one another. In this situation,
cross talk often occurs between similar stored vectors.
For the nonorthogonal case, 0(t) is set to be

M

0(t) = z aim(t)[(1/2) + 6m(t)]. (7)
m=l

C. Cross-Talk-Reduced Inner-Product
Terminal-Attractor-Based Associative-Memory Model

When the cross talk corrupts the desired state be-
cause of the weighing process of the inner-product
approach and because every stored vector contributes
the inner product to the summation in Eq. (1), even
though each stored vector is quite different from the
input vector (as long as the inner product is not zero),
the threshold 0(t) set by Eq. (7) cannot provide an
appropriate thresholding mechanism. In order to
reduce or to eliminate the cross-talk problem, we
propose a new model called CRIT:

M

X(t + 1) = E ai(t)8(t){[1 + 6m(t)]Urn + g[X(t)]8m(t)j.
m=1

Equation (8) indicates that the cross talk between
the nonorthogonal stored vectors is exponentially
weighed and reduced by the exponential term 8i(t).
The property of the basin of terminal attractors is
controlled by the value of 13 in 8i(t), which is discussed
in detail in Section 4. With the model the retrieved
state vector is highly likely to be placed in a correct
basin, similar to the effect resulting from the multipli-
cation between the weight matrix and the nonlinearly
activated input vector in Zak's model. Then the
corresponding terminal attractor forces the state
vector to converge rapidly to the bottom of the basin.
This model does not need time for training and is
more suitable for optoelectronic implementation for
terminal attractors since the stored vectors can be
used directly. The threshold can be set in a manner
similar to that used in Eq. (7), as follows:

M

0(t) = I a(t)8m(t)[(1/2) + m(t)]. (9)
m=1

3. Computer Simulation

A. Simulation Algorithm

In order to test the effectiveness of the models of UIT
and CRIT with the adaptive threshold, we use a
computer simulation. The XOR logic operation is
used to detect the Hamming distance between the
state vector, x(t), and the stored vectors, VW. The
input-output relationship of XOR operation is shown
in Table 1. The Hamming distance between the
state vector, x(t), and the stored vectors can be
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Table 1. Exclusive-OR (XOR) Relationship

Input 1 Input2 Output

1 1 1,

0 1 0
1 0 0

0 0 1

computed by use of XOR as follows. For a unipolar
system,

{g[Xi(t)] -V } M | g[X,(t)] - im; (10)

because g[xi (t)] is very close to 0 or 1 and i is 0 or 1,
Eq. (10) is a reasonable approximation. The Ham-
ming distance between g[xi(t)] and ui is shown in
Table 2.

Based on the Tables 1 and 2, the Hamming distance
is found to be

N

I {g[Xi(t)]
i=1

N
- Vim}2 = E Ig[xi(t)] - i I

i=l
N

= I {1 + g[Xi(t)] XOR im}

= N- a.(t),

where

N

ain(t) = E g[i (t)] XOR v.

Equation (11) provides a similar measure between
g[x(t)] and V and is equivalent to the inner product
of a bipolar system. The exponential term can be
calculated easily after the Hamming distance is ob-
tained:

8i(t) = exp{-E[N - in(t)]}, (12)

based on the definition in Eq. (1).

B. Simulation Results

Based on the above algorithm, two computer-simula-
tion programs are used to test the feasibility of the
models: (1) an exhaustive test program for simulat-
ing every possible stored and input vector in small-
scale networks of UIT and CRIT and (2) a Monte
Carlo simulation code for testing randomly generated
stored and input vectors in large-scale networks of
CRIT.

Table 2. Hamming Distance between g[x,(t)] and -u

g[xi(t)] v, ~ I g[xi (t] - U'T I

1 1 0

0 1 1

1 0 1
0 0 0

In the first program the number of neurons and
stored states selected is small. The number of stored
vectors is two and three for all the possible states in
both three- and four-neuron networks. For small N
and M all possible combinations of vectors are stored
and retrieval is tested for all possible input vectors by
use of an IBM PC 386 for the simulation. An
associative-recall result is considered accurate when
the Hamming distance between the input vector and
the stored vector to which it converges is the smallest.
The accuracy can be determined in all cases except
those in which the input vector has a Hamming
distance equal to two or more stored vectors. In this
case it is impossible to decide to which of the stored
states the input should converge; however, because
the Hamming distances are equal, the choice is
inconsequential. The simulation results of UIT [Eq.
(4)] and the CRIT [Eq. (7)] are presented in Table 3.
The 95.7% convergence accuracy of M = 3 and N = 4
of the UIT is because of the cross-talk effect. The
inaccuracy is removed by the CRIT, as shown in
Table 3. When M and N are further increased, the
computer time for exhaustive testing simulation be-
comes considerably long. Hence a Monte Carlo simu-
lation is used to test randomly generated patterns to
evaluate the accuracy of retrieval.

For the second program a Monte Carlo simulation
code is developed in a SunSPARC 2 workstation to
simulate a CRIT network with a set of randomly
generated stored vectors (all of which are different)
and to test the network with a set of randomly
generated input vectors to measure the accuracy of
correct convergence. As shown in Table 4, only 16
cases are selected from a significant number of per-
formed tests to demonstrate the perfect convergence
of the CRIT network. Each row in the table specifies
the number of neurons in the network, the number of
stored vectors in a set, the number of test vectors in a
set, and the number of sets of stored vectors tested.
For example, the last row of Table 4 is described as
follows: We use 64 different sets of stored patterns
for testing. Each set of stored patterns has 1024
patterns and is tested by a set of 256 test patterns.
Each set of test patterns is generated randomly and
independently for each set of stored patterns. Based
on the Monte Carlo simulation results, the CRIT

Table 3. Computer Simulation Results of Unipolar Inner-Product and
Cross-Talk-Reduced Terminal-Attractor-Based Associative-Memory

(UIT) and (CRIT) Models

Model N M Convergence (%)

UIT 3 2 100
UIT 3 3 100
UIT 4 2 100
UIT 4 3 95.7
CRIT 3 2 100
CRIT 3 3 100
CRIT 4 2 100
CRIT 4 3 100
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Table 4. Monte Carlo Simulation Results of the Cross-Talk-Reduced
Terminal-Attractor-Based Associative-Memory Model in

Large-Scale Networksa

Number of
Number of Number of Sets of

Number of Stored Test Stored
Neurons Patterns Patterns Patterns

4 8 16 16
9 18 64 64
9 36 64 64

16 32 64 64
16 64 64 64
25 50 64 64
25 100 64 64
36 72 64 64
36 144 64 64
64 128 64 64
64 256 64 64

128 256 128 64
128 512 128 64
256 512 256 64
256 1024 256 64

aConvergence has 100% accuracy in all 16 cases.

model works well, achieving 100% accuracy, for large-
scale networks even when M = 4N.

Based on the results of the computer simulation, it
can be seen that even with M = 4N, perfectly accurate
convergence can be accomplished by CRIT. A more
detailed comparison between the UIT and by CRIT
models is discussed in Section 4. The details of a
typical example are provided together with the opto-
electronic implementation of the models in Section 5.

4. Comparison between Unipolar Inner-Product and
Cross-Talk-Reduced Terminal-Attraction-Based
Associative-Memory Models

The difference between the UIT and the CRIT
schemes is illustrated as follows. The following three
vectors, which are stored in a four-neuron network,

1 01 0 1 ° °1

L 1 1 L0 o

are used to exemplify the properties of the UIT and
the CRIT in this section. Since there are four binary
neurons in the network, a thorough test of all 16
possible patterns as the input to the UIT and the
CRIT schemes is tabulated in Table 4. The precision
of convergence of each test pattern is judged by the
closeness of the Hamming distance between the
output state and a stored vector. When the distance
is a minimum, the stored vector is a nearest neighbor.
If any of the two or more stored vectors have an
identical Hamming distance to the test pattern, then
the retrieval is inconsequential. For example, test
pattern 8,

[o 1

has a two-bit Hamming distance to stored patterns 1
and 3; hence the outputs from the UIT and the CRIT
schemes (in Table 5) are considered to be correct
because they are the summations of the weighed
stored vectors. The result of the UIT is different
from that of the CRIT since the weighing factors of
three stored vectors are different in these two schemes.

There are two errors made by the UIT scheme in
Table 5. The analysis of the fault resulting from test
pattern 6 with the UIT scheme is performed as
follows. The result from the UIT before threshold-
ing is

2.3 4.1

5.7 8.0J

where the threshold 0 is 5.1 ( = 1.0). This thresh-
olding causes the output state to remain as

[0 01

forever. Based on Eq. (11),

a = 2, a2
= 3, 3

= 2.

The cross talk from patterns 1 and 3 contributes
weighting factor 2 (a = 2 and 3

= 2) each, whereas
pattern 2 contributes weighting factor 3 ( 2 = 3).
The next state of Eq. (3) is the summation of the
weighting process, in which the effect of al and aU3
corrupts the second neuron to state 0 in contrast to
the weighting factor 2, since it does not have enough
strength to pull the state of the second neuron to

Table 5. Comparison of the Neural Associative-Retrieval Outputs of the
Unipolar Inner-Product and the Cross-Talk-Reduced

Terminal-Attractor-Based Associative-Memory (UIT) and (CRIT) Models
for Three Stored Patterns (1001, 01 11, 0000)

UIT CRIT
Pattern Test UIT Correct- CRIT Correct-
Number Pattern Output ness Output ness

1 1 1 11 0 1 1 1 Yes 0 1 1 1 Yes
2 0 1 11 0 1 1 1 Yes 0 1 1 1 Yes
3 1 0 11 1 0 0 1 Yes 1 0 0 1 Yes
4 1 1 01 1 0 0 1 Yes 1 0 0 1 Yes
5 1 1 10 0 1 1 1 Yes 0 1 1 1 Yes
6 0 0 11 0 0 1 1 No 0 1 1 1 Yes
7 1 0 01 1 0 0 1 Yes 1 0 0 1 Yes
8 1 1 00 0 0 01 Yesa 1 0 0 0 Yesa
9 0 1 10 0 1 1 1 Yes 0 1 1 1 Yes

10 1 0 10 0 0 0 1 Yesa 1 0 00 Yesa
11 0 1 01 01 0 1 No 0 1 1 1 Yes
12 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 Yes 0 0 0 0 Yes
13 1 0 00 1 0 0 0 Yesa 1 0 0 0 Yesa
14 0 1 00 0 0 00 Yes 0 0 0 0 Yes
15 0 0 10 0 0 00 Yes 0 0 0 0 Yes
16 0 0 01 0 0 0 1 Yesa 0 0 0 1 Yesa

aThe test pattern has the same Hamming distance to at least two
of the stored patterns.
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state 1. In addition,

81 = e-2, 82 = e-1 3 = e-2,

such that these 8 values cannot improve the thresh-
old 0 set by Eq. (7) to generate a value appropriate for
distinguishing the states 0 and 1. Because the cross
talk in the inner-product approach is large enough to
corrupt the correct state, an error is made.

The CRIT uses the am to improve the weighting
process so that the signal-to-noise ratio is better for
the thresholding process since the weighting factor
decreases exponentially as the Hamming distance
increases. When the is set to 1, the output of the
CRIT before thresholding is

0.3 1.51

2.0 2.3J'

where the threshold 0 is 1.3. After takingthe thresh-
olding, we obtain the result:

0 11

which is the correct state, and this state remains the
same during the iterative process. In order to illus-
trate the effect of the values of 1, we now show the
thresholding processes for 1 values of 2 and 3. The
output of the CRIT before thresholding is

0.0 0.51

0.5 0.61 (13)

when 1 = 2. The threshold 0 is 0.3, and the CRIT

converges to a correct state after thresholding. In
comparison with the previous case ( = 1), the cross
talk is reduced for neuron 2. The case of 1 = 3, the
output before thresholding, is

[0.0 0.21

0.2 0.2J'

and the threshold 0 is 0.1. Comparing the three
cases of 1 values of 1, 2, and 3 reveals that the cross
talk between the three stored patterns is smaller
when is large; hence the threshold setting is clearer
when a larger 13 is used.

The in Eq. (1) controls the influence that a stored
pattern has on its neighbor (in terms of Hamming
distance). A small causes stronger cross talk be-
tween stored patterns, whereas a large 13 reduces the
cross talk. In general, the values of 1 decide the
behavior of neighbors of a terminal attractor. In
other words, a pattern has a clear boundary of a basin
when a large 1 is used in the CRIT. On the contrary,
spurious states caused by cross talk are generated on
the boundary of a basin of a stored pattern when the
UIT or the CRIT with a small are used.

5. Optoelectronic Implementation: a Feasibility
Demonstration

A. Experimental Architecture

In discussing the feasibility of optoelectronic imple-
mentation of the models, we describe a typical ex-
ample with four neurons and two stored states. The
experimental architecture is shown in Fig. 3. The
LCTV's from an Epson video projector are used as the
SLM's. The input from a frame grabber of an IBM

SLMI LI F L2 SLM2 P L3
Fig. 3. Experimental setup for the optical XOR operations.
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PC computer is sent to SLM1, which is illuminated by
a collimated argon-ion laser beam. The image is
Fourier transformed by lens Li and is filtered by two
pinholes in order to pass the + 1 and the -1 diffrac-
tion orders of grid patterns of the LCTV. The + 1
and the -1 orders, once they pass through the
pinholes (filters), are inversely Fourier transfomed by
L2, and the XOR operations are performed with the
two images stored in SLM2. The signals resulting
from XOR operations are detected by a CCD camera
and are sent to the computer to calculate the next
state vector, x(t + 1). The output x(t + 1) is the
input as a new state to SLM1 for the dynamical
system. This process is iterated until convergence is
reached. The converged state is displayed on SLM1
or on a monitor. A more generic example of the
inner-product architecture can be found in Ref. 7.

B. Experimental Results

A typical example associated with the experiment is
presented below. Assume the input vector is

[1 01

where 1 represents a bright pixel and zero represents
a dark pixel. The two stored images (vectors) are
assumed to be

L1 1'

L 1J

denoted as stored vectors 1 and 2, respectively. The
output images resulting from the XOR operations
between the input and the two stored images are

1 01

r1 01

The output images following the XOR operations
appear as two spots on the CCD camera. The inten-
sity ratio of the two spots is 9:4. The experimental
result showing the calculated intensity ratio is dis-
played by an oscilloscope and is shown in Fig. 4. The
computer can use an adaptive-thresholding technique
as shown in Eqs. (4) or (8) to perform the iterative
computation.

The result obtained for the UIT before the thresh-
old is taken is

7.7 6.4

L5.5 7.7'

and the threshold, 0, of the logistic function is 3 9

Fig. 4. Oscilloscope display of the intensities of the two spots
detected by the CCD camera.

(when one sets = 1.0). After the threshold is
taken, the result is the stored vector 2, which shows
an accurate retrieval. The result of the subsequent
iteration before thresholding is

17 17

13 17]'

where 0 = 9. The result after thresholding is again
stored vector 2, indicating accurate convergence.

On the other hand, the result obtained for the
CRIT before thresholding is

L2.3 1.81

2.0 2.3j-

After the threshold is taken with 0 = 1.1(3 = 1.0), the
result is the same as that of the UIT. The result
after the next iteration before thresholding is

14 141

12 14]'

which converges to the correct state.
The above example offers a feasibility demonstra-

tion of use of a computer to perform nonlinear
thresholding and feedback. An example of an optical
thresholding and feedback is illustrated in Ref. 6, but
the fact that a suitable thresholding device is not
available limits the capability of purely optical imple-
mentation. A hybrid optoelectronic device can be
developed to enhance the computation speed of thresh-
oldinig in a parallel manner.

6. Conclusions

In this paper two unipolar TABAM models, the UIT
and the CRIT, are presented with adaptive logistic
functions. Computer simulations for the associative
retrieval of these models with a small number of
neurons and a small number of stored states demon-
strate perfect recall and convergence. Correspond-
ing experiments that use the XOR operation of LCTV
SLM's demonstrate the feasibility of optoelectronic
implementation of the models. The effect of the
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values of 13 in both schemes has been demonstrated
through examples. When a large is used, the CRIT
has a clear boundary of a basin of a stored pattern,
which behaves as a terminal attractor; however,
when a small is used, spurious states are generated
near the boundary of a basin of a stored pattern that
does not have an appropriate energy basin for a
terminal attractor to attract the input vector.

The perfect convergence for the case of M = 4N,
even for large-scale networks of CRIT, indicates that
the terminal attractors are unique and effective in
making significant improvements on the Hopfield
model. The proposed model uses an inner-product
approach similar to the Hopfield model; however, the
adaptive-thresholding technique takes more time in
simulation or more hardware in implementation.

In a pattern-recognition/classification problem, the
number of pixels of the input image is usually of the
order of 102 to 103. The proposed CRIT model
requires that the inner product be accurately mea-
sured in an optical system. This may not be practi-
cal with current technology. In order to solve the
problem we conjecture that large-dimension neurons
may be divided into smaller cells. The data may
therefore be reduced by cascading of the processors
(basic building blocks, or modules, consisting of a
small number of neurons) according to the rules of
the CRIT. At each stage the accuracy of conver-
gence is perfect. This paper assesses the accuracy of
data retrieval of each module. Even a small four-
neuron module can be used as a building block to
form a multistage large-scale network. The poten-
tials of these models, such as the cellular approach
and pyramidal multiresolution image classification
based on UIT and CRIT, are under investigation.
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